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Welcome to the TEKS Resource System Verification Document video. I've already logged in.
And I'm going to use my Quick Search. And go down to grade 5 mathematics. And hit Search.
And this brings up all of the components that make up our curriculum. The verification
documents in this particular example is the fourth component here in TEKS Verification
Document. And our verification documents are also by six or by nine weeks.
Verification documents are exactly that. You are verifying which standards you're teaching in
which unit. So if I scroll down, I chose math. And I'm going to scroll past all of our process
standards. And you can see that this T means we're directly teaching this standard within this six
weeks. You can see we are always teaching everything that we do in math or any of our subject
areas through our process standards. So that's why they have T all the way across.
As I scroll down and I get to my first content standard, for this particular grade level, 5.2
numbers and operations, I see that there are three student expectations that make up 5.2. I see
that two of them are supporting standards. 5.2 B is a readiness standard. And then over here I can
see when am I directly teaching that standard, that student expectation and where is it ongoing or
where is that content and skill from this standard being used as a foundational piece within other
six or nine weeks.
So I'm directly teaching every single one of these 5.2 A, B, and C and the second six weeks. I
need 5.2 A's skill and content as a foundation to do whatever it is in the third six weeks. I need
5.2 C's content and skill in the fourth six weeks. And I'm going to bring back all three of these
standards in the fifth and sixth weeks to build on whatever content-- 5.2 A, B, and C are a
foundation skill and content set-- that they're going to need for whatever new items are coming
in those six weeks. So this is really big picture.
For math if we scroll back up and you go to this print friendly version here and you click on that
link, the PDF that is created, it gives you the same information. But here at the top you see first
six weeks and it says unit 1 and unit 2 which directly aligns with that year at a glance. So it gives
you a little more specificity. So while I'm teaching 5.2 A, B, and C all in the second six weeks,
it's actually not until unit 4. So there's the difference. It gives you the exact same information,
just a little more specific unit that you're directly teaching and what specific units that content
and skill set is ongoing.
And as I close out, I can come back to our main page. And I can also look at this same document
from a nine weeks perspective. Again, big overview for each of the nine weeks. Coming up here
and looking at that PDF will give me just that specificity that the other one gave me, as well.
Thank you for watching the TEKS Resource System Verification Document.
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